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PIAXTE

ROULETTE

CURVES.

A roulette is the locus of a chosen point in the
plane of a curve which rolls without slipping on a
fixed curve of the same plane.

The name "roulette"

was first used "by Pascal to denote the cycloid which
is the simplest of the "roulettes'*".

According to

Saussure and Cesaro roulettes may "be divided into two
general classes: (1) CYCLOIDAL CURVES are those for
which the describing point lies on the generator;
(2) TROCHOIDAL CURVES are those for which the des
cribing point lies anywhere in the plane of the gen
erator.

This classification was also made by Cayley

in his "Course of Lectures on natural and Experimen
tal Philosophy", London, 1807, Vol. II, p. 555.
Cycloidal curves have been subdivided by Euler into;
(1) the epicycloid and (2) the hypocycloid and the
trochoidal curves into: (1) epitrochoids and (2) hypotrochoids •
1. Cayley, Collected Papers, Vol. XI, p. 447.
2. Bibliotheca Mathematica, Vol. II, 2nd Series, p.235,
"Berieht ttber den gegenw&rtigen Stand der Lehre
con den cyklischen Xurven", E. WOlffing.

2.
The following classification is

the one which

will "be used in this discussion:
PLANE ROULETTE CURVES
(L d
enotes the fixed curve, /\ the rolling curve and
P the generating point.)
I. CYCLOIDAL CURVES: Both Land i\are ci rcles and P is
on the circumference of\ A
1. Cycloid: Lis a straight line,
(a) Companion of the cycloid.
2. Epicycloid: /\ is on the outside of L.
(a) Cardiod.
(b) Trisectrix.
(c) Involute of the circle,
3. Hypocycloidi kis on'the inside of L.
(a) The straight line•
(b) Hypocycloid of three cusps.
(c) Regular astroid - four cusps.
4. Psuedo Cycloidals.
fa) Paracycloid: L is a real circle, K a n
imaginary circle.
(b) Hypercyloid: Both L and f\are imaginary
circles.
(c) Logarithmic spiral - special para-or
hypercyloid.
II. TROCHOILAL CURVES: Both L and t\&.re circles and P
is anywhere in the plane of j\.
1. Trochoid: L is a straight line.
fa) Curtate.
(b) Prolate.
2. Epitrochoid: Ms on the outside of L,
fa) Pascal spiral.
fb) Spiral of Archimedes.
Co) Hyperbolic spiral.
3. Hypotrochoids.
(a) Ellipse.

4. Hose curves - special epi- and hypotrochoids.
5. Line Trochoidals:
(a) Involute of the circle.
(b) Spiral of Archimedes.
(c) Eyperbolic spiral.
111. MISCELLANEOUS ROULETTES:
1. Oonic Sections.
2. Roulette for which L is a straight line, Kan
ellipse and P the extremity of the semi-major
axis.
5. Sturm curve: L is a straight line, K an el
lipse and P the centre.
4. Delaunay curve: L is a straight line, a an
ellipse or hyperbola and P the focus.
5. Catenary: Lis a straight line,
and P the focus,

k a parabola

6. Ribaucour curve: L is a straight line,
sine spiral and P the node.

i\ the

FORMULAE FOR TEE GENERAL ROULETTE
The formulae for the general case of a roulette
generated by an arbitrary moving curve t\ rolling on an
arbitrary fixed curve L. may be derived in intrinsic co
ordinates as follows: Designate the coordinates of the
rolling curve by Slt
^
R,

s,
A ; those of the fixed curve by

s and those of the roulette by IF, "s.

The conditions that the generating point P shall
be invariably fixed in the plane of

are given by the

following equations:
&x
y
dy
(1). — r?
1» —
ds'A
ds, R,

x
R*
**

The displacements of P are given by
S x dx
y
y dy
(2), —- — + - +1, -= *
ds ds
R
ds ds

x
R

Since ds = ds' we have,

(3).
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If

is the angle of inclination of the tangent
% y -x
at P toward the x a?iis we have tan
~y •
Hence 9 =»A~ JC#
2
This shows that the normal of the curve at P passes
thru the moment centre,

_
ds
How from (5) we obtain k = — » — and hence
ds
Q

= f JL ds,
IQ
k
reover —*
E

1

d^L

R

ds

and using the conditions of (1)

k
1
iressed in polar coordinates we obtain: — = — E
Q
given above we
and substituting for Q its value gi

1
i
Q sin 43)•e; - = - - —§—
E r
S
"Spezielle Eben Kurven" Heinrich Wieleitner, po.
181-182, (Leipzig, 1908.)

The formula for a roulette generated "by a point
in the plane of a curve /vwhich rolls upon a straight
line is very useful.

It may "be stated in several dif

ferent forms according to the system of coordinates
used, let a curve <\ whose intrinsic equation is £ = ^(<5")
roll on a straight line L.

A point m of the plane

carried along "by the movement describes a trajectory
y~f(x).

When the curve
turns
a^
thru an angle d <* = — the point
v

m moves to p, the point n to nT
and the ordinate mn to n*p.
mq
we describe
Amn'p^dqfthe arc of

a circle pm* taking

n1 as centre we will have mn^^p-n*m1 and hence nn'~
mm'^dy.
rm1

^nan'=dH§

dy

•

Equating the three values found for d Oc we have
d <r

dy
dx
<r-x " dy * and

<r =x+y||

(4)

(4) "Note sur les lignes cycloldales", Rene de Saussure
American Journal of Mathematics, Vol. 17, p. 269.

6.

GYGLQIDAL CURVES.
Those roulettes for which "both the rolling and
the fixed curves are circles and the describing point
lies on the circumference of the rolling circle are
called cycloidal curves.
coordinates is

a*

Their equation in intrinsic

+ JL = 1; where a =*
bs

R

, b »

4r{R+r)
R • 2r
—Cycloid—
The simplest and best known of the cycloidal
curves is the cycloid.

Here the fixed circle is the

limiting case in which the centre is at infinity;
that is, the fixed circle has become a straight line.
Hence we may define the cycloid to be the curve traced
out by a point on the circumference of a circle which
rolls without slipping on a straight line, the base.
—Equation of the Cycloid—
let 0 be the centre, r the radius of the rolling
circle and P the generating point.

Take the x axis

as base and the perpendicular to it at the original
position of P as the. y axis.

Let PT be a given posi

tion of the generating point, C1 the corresponding
centre, K' the point of contact of the circle with the
x a«is and 0* the pt. corresponding to 0., the origin.
Then O'EY = 0KT.
45* Wieleitner,

Now draw the diameter and project on

I. c,,

p. 197.

it the point P1 in UT•

= rtJL.

N1 PT m r sin d, C'N1 = r cos >JU

Prom this we

x=r^-sin^| f+.
have,|
6 T#
(,y=r(l-cos
(JL).r°

These are the parametric representations of the
cycloid.

If we eliminate d we obtain the rectangular

equation: x =» r cos

^2ry~yp. The intrinsic

equation may easily be shown to be$*+R*=(4r)*.

In the

general equation of the cycloidal curves we have
a

+ f* = 1, where a =
"'

In the cycloid R - <-=>.
4rfl+§J = 4r.

4rjRtr)

R

ana b =

Mltr)
R+2r

Then a=*4r(l+^)=*4r and b =*

iT
Hence the equation becomes se+Rs- (4r)*.
—History of the Cycloid—
Historians are not agreed as to the discoverer
of this important curve.

There is a passage in a com-

{•6} "Spezielle Algebraische und Transecendente Ebene
Eurven", Gino loria, pp.462,463. Leipzig,1902.

mentary of Iarabilicus on the categories of Aristotle
concerning the quadrature of the circle,which Paul
Tannery has interpreted to refer to this curve.

In

this passage the statement is made that Carpus ef
fected the quadrature of the circle "by means of a
"line of double motion".

Tannery says that it is

easy to recognize that the cycloid is this "line of
£71
double motion".
Now according to Proclus, Carpus
lixed in the first century of the christian era.
This is by far the earliest date given for the existence
of the curve and the evidence is not sufficient to prove
that the cycloid was really known to the mathematicians
of that time.
In an article in the Bibliotheca Mathematics, 1887
entitled, "War die Zycloide bere its in XVI Jahrhundert
bekannt?" Glinther shows that the cycloid was known to
Nicolanus Cusanus about 1450 and to Charles de Bouvelles
about 1500,

Concerning the work of Cusanus, Wallis

says: "Atque hinc satis liquet cycloidem quam nunc
dicimus, iam ante aliquot secula fuisse consideratam
sed hoc tantum seculo penitus perspectam."^*®^
£7^ "Pour I1 Eistorie des Lignes et Surfaces courbes dane
I1 Antiquite." P. Tannery,
Bull, des Sc. et Astr. end Series, Vol. VIII,(1884),
#
»8*)* Extract of a letter, May 4, 1697 concerning the cycloid
known to Cardinal Cusanus, 1450 and to Bounelles,
1500, Phil. Trans. 1697, p. 561.

Evangelista Torricelli, in the first regular disserta
tion on the cycloid, "De dimensions cycloidis", 1644
asserts that his tutor Galileo discovered this curve
about 1599.

Its name is indeed due to Galileo and is

found in a letter to TotrriceXLi 1659 in which he recom
mends it for bridge arches.

However the evidence is

sufficient to show that the cycloid was investigated
by Bouvelles and also by Ousanus.

John Wallis proves

this to be true in his "De cyclodde" published at Ox2,94.
ford in 1659." * But the real history of the cycloid
does not begin until about 1654 and it was during the
seventeenth century that the most important work was
done on this curve.

So assidously was it studied and

so beautiful were its properties that it was called
the "Helen of "Geometers.
—Properties of the Cycloid*The area was among the first of the properties of
the cycloict to "be invest igated.

Galileo obtained an

approximate value by weighing figures of the curve
against those of the generating circle.

Prom these

experiments he inferred that the ratio of the area of

*9*

Encyclopedia Britannica; Article "Cycloid".

*10* "A History of Mathematics", Calori, p. 187 (N.Y.,
1909).

10.

the cycloid to that of the generating circle was incommensurable.'

Torricelli, by employing the "meth

od of indivisibles" showed that the area of one arch
is exactly three times that of the generating circle. .
This result had previously been established in France
•(•12).
by Roberval, 1638. .
This was not known to the
Italians, however and Torricelli was quite chargrined
when Roberval accused him of having stolen the proof.
Torricelli had a very sensitive nature and it i s be
lieved by some that this unjust and cruel accusation
4l^4
was the cause of his early death/ ° Roberval1 s de
rivation of the area of the cycloid is found in a
letter to Format, June 1658.
The length of the arc of the cycloid lying between
two consecutive cusps la 8 r. This was discoveredJbv
£141
*
Rascal in 1658.
Wieleitner in his "Spezielle Ebene
iurven1*,p.199, states that the length of one arch of
the cycloid was found by Wallis in 1659 to be equal to
eight times the radius of the generating circle.
makes no reference to the work of Pascal.

He

However, it

is certain that Pascal1s work in determining the length
of the cycloid was done prior to that of Wallis.

Sir

rllf "Vorlesungen tber Geschichte der Mathematik",Cantor,
9
vol, 2, p. 810.
tlEj Wieleitner, p. 209, 1. c.

fnft

fl44

Oa-50rl.

1-0., P. 171.

Cantor, I.e., Vol. II, p. 807.

11.

Christopher Wren, a famous architect determined the
length of the arc and the centre of gravity in 1659.
The proposition as stated "by him reads thus: "The arc of
a cycloid lying between two consecutive cusps is
equal to four times the diameter of the generating
*164"
7
circle"•
Descartes challenged Eoberval and Permat to con
struct tangents to the cycloid.

Permat succeeded but

Roberval did not.

Take the equation of the cycloid
-1
in rectangular coordinates: x = r-cos (V)_ V"Sry-y"•

= LilZSU. Hence the equation of the tangent to
dx
y
the cycloid at the point (x, y) is:
= \(Zr"7)7i
X-x
y
It follows that the points of contact of the tangents
drawn from the point P (X, Y) to the cycloid lie on
a curve whose equation is (X-x)s(2r-y)-y(Y-y)^=0.
That is, the points of contact of the tangents drawn
from

a given point in the plane to the cycloid lie

on a curve of the fourth order which has that point
for a double point.

Every cycloid, then belongs to
4174*
a system with the characteristics
-3, v =1,
*15*

Cantor, I.e., pp. 807-814.

*16*

Loria, I.e., p. 467. Oeuvres de Huygens,Vol,II,
p. 335.

*17*

Loria, pp. _463-464.
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The construction of the tangent or normal to the cycloid
as given "by Descartes is found in a letter to Mersenne,
Aug, 23, 1638.

From the polar equation of the cycloid

we have 5? =
^ =* . r sin &
This gives the trigodx
d ^ d vs. r(l-cos )
°
metric tangent of the angle which the tangent at P*
(Fig. 3, p.7) makes with the axis or also of the angle©
which the normal makes at the same point P1 with the y
axis.

If we draw the straight line P!Kf and denote by^

the angle P,K,UI we obtain from the triangle K1U1P*,
W * P'
r sin i0
tan * = FI'
r(l-oos—)* Hence ^ = ® • Aooordingly
the normal thru Pf makes with the straight line K'N' an
angle equal to P'K'H* and hence coincides with P,KI.
In order therefore to construct the normal at a given
point of the cycloid, it is sufficient to join this
point with the point at which the corresponding position
of the generating circle touches the base.^9^ The
interesting fact that the normal passes thru the point
of contact of the generator with the base was discover
ed by la Hire.^"19^
which R ~ 2N.

U = y ^

^ = 2 r sin

from

That is, the radius of curvature is
Ago 4-

twice the length of the normal at the same point.
4-18441944-204-

loria, p. 464, I.e.
Cantor, I.e. p. 171, Vol. III.
Cesaro "Lezioni di geometria intrinseca". Loria,
I.e., p. 472,

13.

—-Companion of the Cycloid—
By the statement of the important proposition
concerning the area of the cycloid Roherval was led
to the consideration of a new curve which he called
the"companion of the cycloid", (trochoidis comes sive
Lgii
socia).
It was constructed in the following manner:
Thru a given point P' of the cycloid draw the parallel
to the base and take on it in the same direction in
which the circle is rolling PR1 =* g the chord which
the generating circle cuts off on this parallel.

The

point IT lies on the "companion of the cycloid." (Pig.
3, p. 7).

Its coordinates are x -- rd, y =» r(l-cos iSL).
•HI

Eliminating 4 gives f-y=r cos jr .
Its area = 2rr•
'm
(1-cos ifi.) die;..
i•r*. Roherval noticed that S-S°,
=

r ,

that is, the area of the cycloid minus the area

of its companion equals that of the generating circle.
Roherval made use of the "companion of the cycloid"
in ascertaining the volume V pro duced thru the rota
tion of the cycloid ahout its "base.

Designate hy Vx

the volume of the "companion of the cycloid" and

hyU

that of the cylinder described ahout it, V ^ apt" y*dx.
f21| Cantor, I.e., Vol. II, p. 802.

t

v m 5 H®
r8; V, = 3^sra; ^ /
rx
4*224'
f
#and V + /,, = tj. '
V2 = °
the volume of the cycloid.

Hence ^
v
8
Pascal also determined
8
ifr3.

Before he published his

solution of this problem and also before he made known
his discovery of the area and the centre of gravity
he proposed these problems for public competition (1658)
tinder an assumed name.

John Wallis in England and

A. la Louere in Prance accepted the challenge but
£254
neither succeeded in solving the problems.
•

By making use of one of the intrinsic equations
of the general roulette, P. Savary found a simple
construction for the radius of curvature. Write the
1
R
equation in the form -—:—- =» -7——r- .
or
^
Q sin 0
flR-t)
+ —z~- (
+ ~r) — 7— . How consider the proR -f
r
R
RJ sin 0
*
position: Given the angle A, the point B, and x,y ,
the points of intersection of a line thru B with the
sides of the angle A.
Then we have:
, 1 1 .
1
®xB + Br' sl^ABi =constant.
Call 4- A B x, fl;
4. x A B, 4"t , and
»
4- B AT .ofa, and we have -3d =
AD
AB smq,*
BY

A B sinCf?

r)- 1 q. ,,
H-•
n

sin <? • sin (q
Hence -1 _u 1
)
XH
uv "
— s 7—^—
-^ ® • in ^sin^

4-224' loria, p. 469, I.e.
4*234- Gajori, I.e. p. 177.

from which the equation above follows.
called the "Savary formula."

This equation is

Now if G ,t and C are the

centre of curvature of f\ and l_ respectively then the
"Savary formula!T is applicable for a point h which lies
on the perpendicular erected at M to MP and the lines
R and TT

•

Let U be the centre of curvature of the

roulette, then MP = 6, MlT = IT - 6 and A is determined
thru PC
U:

•

Thus we have the following construction for

At M draw the i_ to MP, cut this at A by PC

OA and PM meet in TL

"

Then

That

the centre of curvature lies on
the polar of the point of the
curve with respect to the fixed
circle was discovered by Cesaro.
He also noticed that the radii
of curvature cut the base at
right angles.

Later, Mansion found that the radii'of

curvature envelop the inverse of the given cycloidal
curve,^5$

The radius of curvature is R - 4r sin-^ •

If we eliminate ti from the equations representing the
coordinates of the centre of curvature x, = rfdUsi'n Q,) ,
y = -r(l-G0S*&) we obtain the rectangular equation of
the evolute.

This is identical in form to the equation

of the cycloid itself.
<f2444254-

Hence the evolute of a cycloid

Wieleitnor, I.e., p. 185.
WOifflng, I.e. , p. 236.

16.
is a cycloid whose generating circle equals that of
{•264-

the given cycloid.

This proposition is found in

Euygen1s "Horologium oscillatorium", 1676.

The evolute

ofthe cycloid was further investigated hy Jacob Bernoulli,
La Hire and Mannheim.It may he constructed hy
making use of the "Savary formula" for the construction
of the centre of curvature.

Mannheim found that if a cycloid rolls on a fixed straight
line the locus of the centres of curvature of the con
secutive points of contact is a circle whose radium is
four times that of the generating circle.

This may he

interpreted: the radius of curvature at a given point
of the cycloid is a mean proportional between its or
dinate and a constant magnitude.
£2644274{284-

Loria, p. 471.
Whiffing, I.e., p. 258.
Loria, I.e., p. 471.

--Quadrature of a Segment of the Cycloid—
The quadrature of a segment of the cycloid was
first accomplished "by Huygens in 1659.

Consider the

generating circle in the position in which it touches
A, the highest point of the cycloid and let B he the
centre and H the point of contact with the "base. Thru
G, the mid point of the radius draw a parallel to the
base and let this cut the curve in I and the y axis
in LT•

Then let A' be the intersetion of the y axis

with the line thru A parallel to the base. Area of
a
„ /yz p .
A'I'IA
... Hence the area of AGDLA =
c
3 f3r
___ an& that of the segment ADLMEA - -t— .

blem further and he obtained a'very interesting re
sult.

He found that the area bounded by A P (Pig.8)

and the corresponding arc of the cycloid is equal to
the triangle ABE.

The area of the segment AFDA equals

the area of AAfBfPJ)A. This equals J r a or the area
£29«f
*
of the triangle ABE.
$2$-

ioria, I.e., pp. 469-470.

la.

The cycloid is a very important curve in mechanics.
As early as 1696 we find John Bernoulli had proposed
as "prohleraa novum ad cuius Solutionem Mathematicii
invitantur" the following:

nDatis

in piano vertical!

duohus punctis A et B , assignari mohili M viam AMB,
per quam gravitate sua descendens et moveri incipiens
a puncto A, brevissimo tempore perveniat ad altrum
punctum B."

The problem was solved and the curve

called the Brochistochrome was found to he the cycloid
and not the arc of a circle as Galileo had thought.
This was proved by Leibnitz, Jacob Bernoulli, La Hopital
and Newton.

The most remarkable solution was

that given by John Bernoulli, himself.

He recognized

that problems of this sort had been solved for the
motion of light.

He therefore imagined the motion

of a falling body replaced by the motion of a ray of
light.

The two points A and B are taken as fi^ed in

a medium in which the velocity of light increases in
vertical direction downward by the same law as the
£30f

Loria, 1. c., p. 474.

velocity of a falling "body.

The medium is consider

ed to be constructed of horizontal layers of downwardly
decreasing density, such that v = ifBgh denotes the
velocity of the light in any layer at the distance
h below A.

A ray of light which

travels from A to B under such
conditions will describe this
distance in the shortest time

p.; ^ cj

V.

and also will trace out the curve of quickest descent.
Denote by q, q',q" the angles made by the element of
the curve with the perpendicular or the normal of
the layers and let v, v*, vTT be the corresponding
velocities.

Then we have

1
-sy^n^ =» siny^C
v*
I ^ siriQf"^
ytf

Now call the perpendicular distance below A, x, the
horizontal distance from A, y and the arc of the curve
S.

Then

M = K.

dy® = K'V'di* = K'v®(aP+dy® ); and

since v ={2gx, ay = ax|_-~- , where a = gggs. ~his
i.314.
the differential equation of the cycloid.*

is

This is one of the most interesting as well as
one of the most important properties of the cycloid that it is the curve of quickest descent.

A particle

acted upon by the force of gravity and starting from
any point of the cycloid will reach any other point of
the curve in a shorter time than by following any
other path.

Moreover the cycloid is an isochronous

curve•_ That is, the time of descent from rest of a
-31-

Mach "Science of Mechanics", p. 425.

particle from any point on the inverted arch to the
lowest point is the same as that for any other point.
Thus on a surface whose sections are cycloids a par
ticle having reached the lowest point will thru the
momentum received in its fall ascend the opposite
"branch to a height equal to that at which it started
losing velocity at the same rate that it gained it.
This of course can he only approximately true if
^324*
friction is taken account of.*

EPICYCLOIDS

AND

HYBQCYOLOIDS

There are two classes of cycloidal curves for
which the base is a circle of finite radius.

If the

generating circle lies on the outside of the base
the resulting roulette is called an epicycloid; if on
the inside an hypocycloid.
—Equations of the Epi and Hypocycloids—
Designate by K the radius of the fixed circle,
by r, the radius of the rolling circle and let the
angle BOA be uL.

Then the equations representing the

epicycloid are:
x = (R+r) cos

-r cos(&)
r
j- (R+r) sin *£-r sin (?~ Q)
For the hypocycloid we have:
The New International Encyclopedia, Art. "Cycloid

21,

fx = (R~r) cos 4 + r cos
[j = (R-r) sin <1 - r sin(&)

fixed circle goes "back to the time of Hipparchus* who
made use of this idea in order to give a plausible explana
tion of the motion of the planets.

The oldest treatment

of the epi- and hypoc^cloids is found in a work of Albert
Dttrer entitled "Underweysung der Messung mit dem zyrkel
und rychtsheyd."

(UUrnberg, 1525) where he calls a
•f334special epicycloid "Spinnenlinie".*
Hov/ever it seems

that the mathematicians of the time paid little attention
to PUrer1s work.

About one hundred years later Pa Hire

wrote the first systematic discussion of the epicycloid
and it is evident from a passage in the preface to his
"Traite de Mecanique" that in the determination of this
ke jvas_preceded__
Wolffine, 1. o., p. 236.

22.

"by Desargues.

In this passage he says - "dont la

premiere invention etoit due a Mr. Desargu.es qui
etoit un des excellents geometres de notre Sieclew^^
—The Epicycloid as the Limit of a Revolving
Polygon—
The epicycloid may he conceived of as the limit
ing case of a polygon ABCD .... which revolves ahout
in its plane so that its sides coincide successively
with the sides of a similar and equal polygon ATB'G1Ll...
First take the polygon in the position where AB coin
cides with A1BT.

Uow revolve ABCD.... ahout B* until

BG lies on BfCT.

A point P of the revolving polygon-

which we shall here take as the vertex A-descrihes an
arc of a circle PPT with the centre B1 and the radius
B1P1•

The angle PB*P, equals the angle CB'C1.

Re

volve the polygon a second time ahout CT so that 3)
falls on D*,

The point P, describes a second arc of

a circle with radius 0TD, ahout the centre C1•

Con

tinue revolving until AB again coincides with AT3r.
If we increase the number of sides of the polygon mak
ing them indefinitely small, the path of P (the roulette)
will he the envelop of a series of circles which have
4-344

Loria, I.e., p. 479.

23.

their centres on the fixed polygon.

Every roulette,

then can he thought of as the envelop of a circle with
L
variable radius, whose centre moves on a fixed curve.

/

A

\l
\

In general the number of vertices of a cycloidal
curve is infinitely great. This number depends upon
p
the ratio H = — where R is the radius of the fixed
r
circle and r is that of the rolling circle. If this
number,

which is called the modulus is rational the

curve is algebraic; if it is irrational the curve never
closes and is transcendental.
R. Hennig "Betrag zur Theorie der ebenen EoulettenT'
Crelles Journal, 1866. 1XV.

24.
—The Straight Line—
If in the equation of the hypocycloid
|
r = R we
will have x = R cos 4 ,y = 0,

Let the diameter of the

"base circl e coincide with the x axis.

From this It is

obvious that if a circle moves so that it always touches
from the inside a circle of double radius then a given
point of the circumference describes a diameter of the
/

fixed circle.

La Hire states this proposition in his

"Traite de epicycloides", 1694 and for this reason he
is generally given the credit of having discovered it.
However, it is found in a writing of A. Tacquet (16121660) entitled "Le circulorum volutione per planum dissertatio physico-mathematica", 1651.
also been attributed to Cardan.

The theorem has

In Volume IV of his

works there is the "Propositio centesima septuagesima
tertia" which is: "Circulum super centro suo mouere ;
aequaliter ita quod omnia illius puncta per rectam lineam
moveantur ultro, citroque".

However since Cardan did not

conceive of the epicycloidal movement the theorem can
not be due to him.

'

In 1895 Maximillian Curtze

found this same theorem among the writings of an Arabic
£374.
Mathematician, Hasir Eddus Attusi.
Altho this dis
covery makes it more uncertain as to the originator of
4-36*)'

C. Le Paige "Sur un theorerae attribue a La Hire."
Bibliotheca Mathematical 1887.

4574- Maximillian Cnrtze "Matheiaatiseh-liiatorisohe Misoellen,"
Bill. Math. 1895.
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the theorem, yet it shows that undoubtedly it was
known before the time of la Hire.
—Cardiode—
If R =s r, the equation of the epicycloid becomes
x - r — 2rcos d(l - cosD), y - 2r sinVJL(1-GOB D ).
Let x-r ~ G cos uo and y ~ <3 sin us and we have the
equations in polar coordinates (3 ~ 2r (1 - cos 4);
Eliminating vSL , 6 =* 2r fl - cos ou ) which represents
the cardiode.
—Hypocycloid of three cusps—
If B = 5r the equation of the hypocycloid reduces
to x = r(2 cos d + co s 2d), y = r (2 sin d -sin 2 d )
which are the equations of the hypocycloid of three
cusps.
—Regular Astroide—
In the case where B = 4r we have from the equation
o f t h e h y p o c y c l o i d : x - 3 r c o s v5L + r c o s 3 d , y = 3 r
sin d - r i
sn 3 d ;
Eliminating

or -|r = 4 cos®\Q , jr - -4 sin8 d •
T

x

we have ( ^
,)

lr
v
+ f |^) =1. This is the

equation of the regular astroide or hypocycloid of four
cusp's.

Sturm was probably the first to see that the

regular astroide may be considered as a special case of
the hypocycloid.
!

—Trisectrix—
The epicycloid may be used to trisect an angle.
In this form it has many applications in problems in

mechanics.

Its equation in polar coordinates is n (* =

Sr \icos tJg .
—Transcendental Gycloidals—
As an example of a transcendental cycloidal curve
we have the involute of the circle.

Here the rolling

circle has passed over into the limiting case where
r = **=>.

That is, if the describing point lies on a

straight line the roulette generated will "be the involute
of the circle.

let the radius of the fixed circle be

a and the distance AP~h.
First take the describing
point P in such a position
that the line joining it to the
centre of the circle is perpen
dicular to a given position of
the generator g. If h-o the
roulette will be cycloidal,
otherwise it will be trochoidal.
How let g' be another position
of the moving line and B its
point of contact with the circle.
When BA1 - arc BA, AT will be a
point of the involute of the circle.

If now we erect

on g- at A1 the perpendicular ATPs=3h, P* is then a
point of the involute.

Designate the angle

A* ox byi4f

4-BOA* "by y and oA* " by S.

Then a(d,+ h) - {~Q*-ar , a = 6•

cos Oj
or 6 = —— , <4 =
,
T
cos vf '
a .
*/ ^ ^
1 Q
Eliminating ^ gives & = *- cos -g- (2).
Let E and N "be the coordinates of the point A* •
jE « a cos (tan-4>) + a tan y sin (tan ^ )
(H = a sin (tanqj) - a tan y cos (tan ^ )•
Put tan ^ =uj(3) and the equations ahove become
|H. = a cos lo + a ^sin^
!K= a sin oj> - a <JJ sin <-0
Since A'P1 is parallel to the radius OB we have, if x,
y are the coordinates of P1:
\x = t + h cos ( LU + ^ )
[y - H + h sin ( Su^ + ^ )
According to (1) and (3) <Jb + vp =; tan ^ = oo.
have

Hence we

x = (a+h) cos lo + a ujsin uJ (4)
y = (a+h} sin oj - a ujcos uJ

These equations are the analytic representation of the
involute of the circle.
How if we express these equations in intrinsic
coordinates we will discover a very interesting prop
position.
-th8 + a'uo , If h=#o, s - g{h® + a5a? + —
a)+ / hs + a9* uj + Ci
*1
«
log o3Hf=°. s = 2 au?. Prom these
r, t» |t
the radius of curvature is found to equal - *a2
a® LU +h® —ah
and if h~o, R = auj. Eliminating uo from b~ J* a lo and
R = a cowe have Rs= 2as which is the intrinsic equation
of the involute of the circle.

Hence if we roll the
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involute of a circle on a straight line, the locus of
the centres of curvature of the

consecutive points

of contact with the straight line is a parabola.
t3Q±
was discovered by Mannheim.

This

—Psuedo-Cycloidals—
The psuedo-cycloidals were discovered to be cycloidal
curves and were named by Rene de Saussure.

Euler (1750)

had investigated these curves but he did not recognize
them as roulettes.

There are two kinds of psuedo-

cycloidals:(1) the paracycloid is generated by the rol
ling of an imaginary circle upon a real circle, (2) the
kypercycloid is generated by the rolling of an imaginary
circle upon an imaginary circle whose centre is real,
let a curve whose intrinsic equation is f

roll

on a straight line and suppose the roulette generated
is a conic one of whose axes coincides with the x axis.
The equation of the conic may be put into the form
«
>)
dy
y = ax + b. Row from the equations & = x+y&x »
d<r
P
( =y&£ given on page 5, we have for the rolling curve
&£ •bfa+l)*.

When the conic is an ellipse (a^o,

b>o) the equation represents an epicycloid.

When the

conic is an hyperbola (a)o) the resulting cycloidals
are called para- or hypercycloids according ab is less
than or greater than zero.
{•384-

Thus the hyperbola may be

loria, I.e., pp. 497-500.

generated "by the rolling of a para-cyoloid on its
principal axis or "by the rolling of an hypercycloid
on its conjugate axis.
How the intrinsic equation of a line cycloidal
generated "by a point on a circle of radius r rolling
on a fixed circle of radius R is f*8 = ~Rg68g + 16
(2r-R)
vo
• When 1 and r are reals the curve is an
s
(2r-r)
—
—
•p
epicycloid. If we put r - §•• + qi - R being real and
q being an arbitrary constant - the preceding equation
contairB no imaginary and a>o, b£,o.

Hence the para-

cycloid may be ge nerated by the rolling of an imaginary
circle of radius fr + qi on a real circle of radius R.
R - qi we obtain the same paracycloid.
If we put r 1 =» "g
The curve is therefore capable of a double generation
(for r+r'-R).

When the paracycloid rolls on a straight

line the point which describes an hyperbola is the
centre of the circle R.

It has for asymptotes the two

logarithmic spirals, j° = ±{a cr which correspond to the
asymptotes of the hyperbola.

When b=o, the hyperbola

reduces to the two straight lines y- *=. fax and the
paracycloid becomes the logarithmic spirals f5 - ifa«5".
R
If now we put r = p + |" i, the radius of the fixed
circle being Ri and p being an arbitrary constant, the
equation of the cycloidal is again real and a>o, b)o.
Thus the hypercycloid may be generated by the rolling

of an imaginary circle upon an imaginary circle whose
B
centre is real. By putting r1 = -P+l| i we find that
the same hypercycloid results.

Consequently the £y-

percycloid is capable of a double generation (for,r* +r=R)•
It has the same asymptotes as the paracycloid,

By re

ciprocation the equation of the hypercycloid becomes
that of the paracycloid.
Let the given conic be a parabola whose equation
is y - E px and by the same method it m ay be shown that
the rolling curve is the involute of the circle,fl1=2p <r.
Thus all conics may be generated by the rolling of a
line cycloidal on a certain one of its axes.

The point

4.394.
describing the conic is always the centre of the circle B.
Bow if, in the intrincsic equations of the paraand hypercycloids, a=b we have

and Rc- s~q?

respectively and the geometric representation of the
£4G£
curves as given below.

"£39")*

Saussure, I.e., pp. 269-280.

£404*

Wieleitner, I.e., pp. 214-216
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TROCHOIDAL CURVES.
Trochoidal curves are those roulettes which are
generated "by an arbitrary point in the plane of a
circle which rolls upon a fixed circle.
—Trochoid—
The trochoid is a trochoidal curve traced out "by
a point in the plane of a circle which rolls upon a
fixed circle of infinite radius, that is, upon a
straight line.

There are two classes of trochoids.

Those for which the generating point lies on the in
side of the rolling circle are called curtate trochoids.

Those for which the generating point lies on the out
side of the rolling circle are called prolate trochoids,
—Equations of the Trochoids—

K

Let G he the centre, r the radius of the rolling
circle and let h he the distance of the generating
point P from C.

Take the "base as x axis and the per

pendicular let fall from the first position of P upon
the "base for y axis,

How if P1 is any other position

of P, C1 and K1 the corresponding centre of the rolling
circle and the point of contact of the perpendicular
from P1 with the x axis and 0* the point corresponding
to the origin 0 it is clear that O'K'-OK'*

Draw the

diameter K'C* and project upon it the point PT in N1•
Then x = OK* - H1?*, y = CTK? -CfNT, Designate the

angle O'G1^1 "by

CH* = h cos «JL.

and O'K1 = r 41; E TPT = h Gin ii ;
Hence x = r01 -h sin 4, y- r-h s
in <4, .

—Epitrochoids and Eypotrochoids—

••

The epi- and hypotrochoids may he generated in
several different ways.

Designate hy R the radius of

the fixed circle, by r' the radius of the rolling cir
cle and hy h the distance of the describing point from
the centre of the generating circle.

Take the centre of the fixed circle as origin and as
the x axis take the line that passes thru the point of
contact of the two circles when the generating circle
is in such a position that P lies on the line of centers
of the tv/o circles.

How consider the moving circle in

any other position and let P1 he the corresponding posi-

tion of the generating point.
arc A1 MS.
= R

Then the arc 4BOA =

If we let 4-BOA = ^ and 4- Bff A1 -

then r di

The projection of OP1 ~ the projection of

0St + the projection/L1PT.
on the two axes.

Row project perpendicularly

Por the epitrochoid, O-fl! =* R + r;

the anglo "between PTil' and OX —' pX = 4+ 4J - H . Por the
hypot rochoid O-fil = R-r and the angle "between PhO-1 and
OX = UL-41 •

The equation of the epitrochoid is then:
jx = (R+r) cos dL - h cos (^L+
jy 33 (R+r) + h sin (4 -f )

)

Por the hypotrochoid we have
jx = (R-r) cos 4 +h cos (4
~f)
(y - (R
-r) + h sin (4-y)
If we eliminate ^from these equations they become

x = (R-r) cos 4 + h oos

<4)

y = (R-r) sin <4- h sin(4)

*

r

The generation of the trochoidals may "be thought
of thus: that a point Qf moves uniformly on a circle
about lb while about it the describing point P rotates
in the same way on another circle.

This is the epicyclic

motion by means of which the ancients, Ptoleny in the
Loria, I.e., pp.481-482.
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"Almagest" explained the motion of the planets with
regard to the earth which was thought of as fixed.
The rotation of P can follow in the same direction as
that of 0' or in the opposite direction.

This makes

no difference. Draw 0Q thru 0 parallel to O'P.

Let

P he taken as the fourth vertex of the variable parallel
ogram 0QP0T of which two sides 001 and OQ rotate uni
formly about 0 with velocity proportional to uj and co + vp
respectively.

The point P then generates a trochoidal

4424

curve.

This generation of the trochoidal by means of a
variable parallelogram was discovered by G. J. Verdam
in 1848.^®^
4424 Wieleitner, I.e., pp. 230-232.
4434' Encyklopadie der Math. Wissenschaften, Band III,
3, p. 188.
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Let OA - E and OB = 1 turn about 0 and let P "be
the fourth vertex of the parallelogram AOBP.

Let dbbe the angle thru which OA has turned after a
given time and X the angle thru which OB has turned in
the same time.

Consider the plane as the complex

plane.

Then P is the sura of A and 3 and its coordinates
&i
(n +- ?c)i
are; x + yi =* £e
+ le
.
Or. if we separate
the reals and the imaginaries:
x - X cos
- I -cos X.
J = X sin a - 1 sin X,
How compare these with the equations given above
for the epi- and hypotrochoids and we see that we have
the following relations:
Epitrochoids
E+r=K;

h=
!
.

x

r
Then — = 5n^and hence
r
U)
E

- X

E' r

-

x

Hypotrochoids
H+r = - L h ' = K .

.
p1 +r
vlT = X: ^—r
* T%
Then 1
r
X
X~
d
r
_
R
dL

»

a
^

ana hence

—Rose Curves—
Let us consider the trochial curves for which
h-R+r.

In this case the equation of the epitrochoid

"becomes

p+p-r
p
s = 2(R+r) sin (
<&) sin —, dL
\7 = -EfR+r) cos

sin — dL
,.

Prom these equations we may obtain Xs + y® - 4(R+r)p
sin" fjA JL = - cot

Put ^ = - oot {a+

Then vt= (&+21) 2r
and we have the polar equation
2 R+2r
"R
f=2(R+r) sin
(6 + . This is the equation of the
rose curves.

It may "be written f = M sin^ <-0 .

In the same way the rose curves may "be generated as
hypotrochoids.

For the epitrochoidal rose curves

for the hypotrochoidal rose curves f^>l.

If

1 we

have a circle.

The best known rose curves are those
R for the second
where ^=2 and j^=3. For the first r= -3;;
p
r= -3 . These are the regular four-leaved and three
X44I
T

leaved rose curves.

That the rose curves could

be generated as roulettes was first noticed by G. B.
Suardi, 1752.

It is also interesting to know that the

pedal curve with regard to the centre of the base cir_ .
4454*
cle is a rose curve.
—Ellipse-**
If in the equation of the hypotrochoid we put

4444
4454

Wieleitner, Pg. 238.
Loria, Pg. 495.

R

R

R

r =3 -g we obtain x - (fr + h ) cos UL ,

y = (~™ - h) sin kSL

which represents an ellipse.
—Pascal Spiral—
If we let r = R the equations of the epitrochoid
"becomes x - h = cos <X (R-b cos dL ),
Row put x-h=» f cos 0, y= f3 sin 6

y = 2 sin t&(R-h cos «X)

and we have the equa

tion in polar coordinates f = 2 (R-h cos <4 )• This is the
equation of the Pascal Spiral.
—Line Trochoidals—
If the radius of the rolling circle "becomes in
finite, that is, if the generator becomes a straight
line, several interesting curves are produced.
—Involute of the Circle—
In the equation of the epitrochoid put t=r-h.
Row since lim ^cos dL - cos
lint \ sin iL - sin —~
fv ^
~
r
equations are:

C

4j= ~ UL sin UL
r

O

|x =s (R+t) cos <JL +
jy - (R+t) sin db -

S Ui

and

the resulting

R dL sin <-i
R dLcos il.

These are the representations of the involute of
the circle.

This curve may likewise be derived from

the hypotrochoid.
—Spiral of Archimedes—
If in the equations above t = -R we will have
x=R 4 sin di ,
Then

y = -R JL cos lL . Row put x=y

y= -5.

= tan db . Hence db eq uals the polar angle e
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and moreover since Xe*+Ya=Bsifl,s , the polar equation of
this curve is (° =R e . This is one of the oldest known
curves.

Archimedes discovered it and for that reason
4*464
it is called the Spiral of Archimedes.
It can "be
shown that the pedal curve of the involute of the cirl
cle with regard to its centre is the Spiral of Archimedes.
—Hyperbolic Spiral—
The inverse of the spiral of Archimedes with re
gard to its vertex is the hyperbolic spiral.
equation is f 6 =

.

Its

It was first investigated by

Varignon about 1704 and then by John Bernoulli in 1710.
•fA84It was not named until some years after this.
The pplar reciprocal of the involute of the circle with
regard to a concentric circle is an hyperbolic spiralj
sometimes called the reciprocal spiral."^94
MISCELLANEOUS ROULETTES
--Conies—
In the discussion of psuedo-cycloidals it was
shown that the conic sections may be generated as
roulettes.

When a para- or hyper-cycloid rolls on

its principal axis the curve traced out is an hyper
bola.

If the rolling curve is an epicycloid the

roulette is an ellipse and if it is the involute of
4-464' Wieleitner, pp. 245-247.
4-474 Loria, p. 503.
4-484 Wieleitner, p. 252.
4-494 Loria, p. 503.

the circle the roulette produced is a parabola.
The roulettes formed by the rolling of a conic
section on a given path are very interesting. Pirst
let us consider the curve generated by the point at
an extremity of the serai major axis of. ah ellipse which
rolls on a straight line.

F,a. ,t.
x=OH=OA+AB-PP~arc PA+r sin ft -a sin C(

fl).

y=HP=CB-cp=r cos (3 - a cos Q'

(2).

Now the subnormal in the case of an ellipse equals
v8

multiplied by the abscissa of the point of contact.

Hence BE = — CE. But M = tan (<* -(3).
a®
CE
Prom this
.
tan
~(3) _ bf
tan q
a2
^SnC6
1

M.= tan q .
BE

sin Q'cqS<Vi(s)j
(a*cos8 Q + b 4 sin^)2

sin (ty-(3) =

*i__aia °t

(a4cos8Of

+

b4

sin8

i
q )2

(4.)

41

Prom the equation of the ellipse we find
ah
__ (a*c ose°(+b*sing9)j
r =
|assins(q~(3)+b*coB*
(3)J 2 (ascossq +b*sin*q)£
a
a*b d Q
The arc PA =
B
(a cossq+bssincq)^ 33
Substituting (3.) and (6.) in (1,) and (3.) and letting
55 J3 3?
a -b = c
we have as the equations of the roulette
s sin °t oos °[
=4^)+ c
~1 - a sin q .
(a® c osaq +b*sin^
sin* q)£
y = ascos®q+ b8sin* q = - a cos q.
This curve resembles the cycloid*

The area of one

branch may be shown to be t\(Ba® +b®).

In case b=a,

the ellipse becomes a circle and the area of the
£50}
roulette is 3^afi which is the area of the cycloid.
—Sturm Curve—
How take the generating point as the centre of
the ellipse.

Draw the

diameter GI parallel to
the x axis and Join G to
K,

The proposition of

Apollonius then gives
Gi*+ GKS = a"+bE.

GI . GK-

sin GIX = ab and if we intro
duce the coordinates of G, OH=X
fly
:HG=y we have sin IGE=sin GKE=^
y = GH =» GX sin IGK.
£50}
i

American Journal of Math., 1886, Yol. 8, pp.132-138
A. Y. lane.

Hence GX

+ (y ^ ) = as +b s ,

GI • y =» ab.

Eliminating

GI from these equations gives ®— • y (^~) =» as+hs =
__
y8dv
8
t^~y )(ya~b®T *
This is the differential equation
of the locus of tr,

The curve represented ia called

the Sturm Curve, "because it was first investigated "by
Sturm, 1857.

*

The most interesting roulettes generated "by an
ellipse rolling upon a straight line are those for
which the describing point is a focus.

In this case

it is convenient to represent the curve "by means of
its intrinsic equation •

We may obtain this equation

if we make use of the intrinsic equations of the general
roulette,

let the element of the ellipse be E, H,

that of the roulette R, s and the polar coordinates of
F the focus with respect to the momentary point of
1
1
R sin e
l
2a- e 1,1
contact he e , e. Then R- - - —
- —-g l.
Hence =• + — =»

Also using the intrinsic equation
fp _
f
A h • fl
of the conic section, S = g ds =
3Itf [(ahlf)8 -hE] [aMahi)®j
E

{abR)

&

.(1.)

8

=» <2,(2a-1)•

Accordingly s =

f

a b d e

\ ~~
r* «
» • (2.) where l is
)(2a-<U (a*t-{t-a)*

the eccentricity.

Now from (1.) £ = -—' . This and de,
R-a
may be substituted in (2.) and after integrating the
..
. _
1—2
cos (%;)*£
equation is R=a —
— a
•
ML- cos J*. )
a

4514s

Loria, p. 511, Wieleitner, p. 271.

This is the equation oi the Delaunay curve so called
X594,
"because it was discovered "by Delaunay.
. This same
equation results if the rolling curve is an hyperbola
instead of an ellipse.

If 1, <1 the Delaunay curve has

"been formed by the rolling of an ellipse upon a
straight line; if

> 1 we may know that the generating
4534*

curve was the hyperbola.

—Catenary—
If a parabola rolls on a straight line its focus
traces out a catenary.

Divide both the numerator and

the denominator of equation (2.) by a -fa and let a
b8
and b increase indefinitely so that line — =q, Then
= J3 {q(2£-q)• Also in the case of
(2e,~q
2
s
p (where |> =--)
the parabola R = - d, and hence R
s

2

452->
4534

v*

Wieleitner, p. 279; Loria, p. 509
Wieleitner, p. 280.
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Galileo considered this curve a parabola.

Its true

nature was discovered almost simultaneously by Huygens,
Leibnitz and John Bernoulli, 1690,
we have x=p log
since dy =

8* f 8

*P

Since dx f ds cos h

j, fa :: (s+(ss +pa) and
P
P
ds sin 7- , y=*{s® +p*:• Putting Jb "~"t =
or

i (—s+ /s*+p*) and eliminating s, the equation of the
catenary in rectangular coordinates results, y =§
f H
}« The name "catenary" was given to the
\JbP
-JOVt
curve by Huygens and is found for the first time ina
4544*
letter to Leibnitz, Nov. 18, 1690, 1 "

—Hibaucour Curve—
In a letter to Leibnitz, John Bernoulli (1716)
proposed the problem: to find the curve for which the
:ratio

of the radius of curvature to the normal is con

stant.

Eibaucour in the course of certain of his in

vestigations came upon the solution of this problem

•(•551
and accordingly the curve is called the Hibaucour Curve,

454} Weileitner, pp. 281-285; Loria, p.576.
4554- Loria, p# 522.

It may "be obtained as the roulette of the sine spiral.
Let £, the pole of the sine spiral be the generating
point and take a straight line-as base.

We have for

the sine spiral Bp : ^ = 1 : (n
+1) and from the figure
y : ^

Bp : R

It follows then that (n+l)R • y = e,*.

Since here Q = R we have from the general equation of
the roulette Ti =»

C which satisfies the conditions

of the conditions of the definition of the Riboucour
curve.

There has been a remarkable proposition dis

covered in connection with the roulette formed by the
rolling of an ellipse on a congruent ellipse.

Curves

so generated resemble the trochoidals but as Schwering
has shown the curves are transcendental with the ex
ception of a single case, that in whicn at xn« beginning
of the rolling the vertices of the major axes touch each
other.
closed.

Thus we have transcendental curves which are
These roulettes are the only examples that we

have of a closed transcendental curve.
Thus far we have shown that the following curves may
he generated as roulettes: the cycloid,
poeycloids,

epi-

and hy-

companion of the cycloid, cardiode,

Loria, p. 513.

in-

volute of the circle, the straight line, hypocycloid
of three cusps, regular astroide, para- and hypercycloids, logarithmic spiral, curtate and prolate
trochoids, epitrochoid, hypotrochoids, Pascal spiral,
spiral of Archimedes, hyperbolic spiral, the conics,
rose curves, the "Strum" curve, the Delaunay curve,
catenary, and the Ribaucour curve.

The question

may now arise as to the extent of the list of curves
which may be considered as roulettes.

The answer to

this question is found in the remarkable proposition
stated and proved by la Hire that every plane curve
may be generated as a roulette.

Now with this propo

sition as a basis it is possible to find the two
curves with respect to which any plane curve is a
roulette.

In order to do this we may make use of the

general formulae for the roulette given on page ^
of this paper.

In this case we will have to assume

that either the equation of the generator or that of
the„base is known.
found.

The roulette may then be readily

Now if the base is a straight line we may

use the formula© derived by Saussure.
on page 5

These are given

. Here the problem consists in having one

of the curves £ = §( "6) or y =

(x) given to find

the other.
In an article published in the Quarterly Journal

of Mathematics, Volume 7, 1866, Frederick Purser of
Trinity College, Dublin considered the following cases
in which the equation of the roulette, the generator
or the base may be found having given the other two*
(1.) If the base is a straight line, the x axis then
if the equation of the generator be r - (p) that of
ds
the roulette will be y — 3 1(y). (2.) The base
dx
being any given curve and the roulette a right line
to find the generator*

(3*)

The base being a right

line, the generator any given curve to find the roulette
of a line invariably connected with the generator,
(4*) The base being arbitrary and the roulette a cir
cle to find the generator. (5.) The base and the
generator being any curves to find the roulette.

